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QuotesDaddy.com Opens Site to User Submitted Quotes 
 

Invites Users to Become World Renowned Experts or Famous Authors by 
Submitting Their Own Words of Wisdom and Witty Remarks QuotesDaddy.com 

 
Tel Aviv, Israel – June 24th, 2008 – Everybody is an expert on something, whether it's 
negotiation, poker or dating, people have some sort of wit, wisdom or insight that they can 
share with the world.  QuotesDaddy.com is now offering users the ability to become an author 
and expert on just about any topic by submitting their own insights, words of Wisdom and 
Witty Remarks as quotes to the website.   
 

QuotesDaddy.com successfully created the largest online archive of 
famous quotes, featuring over 1,000,000 quotes from famous 
individuals throughout history, in May 2008.  Now, they are opening 
up their site to user generated quotes as well.  These user quotes 

are designed to infuse the site with fresh ideas and new content. Site founder, Maya Elhalal, 
envisioned a site where users would have the opportunity to share their own quotes as well as 
their favorite famous quotes and now that vision has become a reality. 
 
Members of QuotesDaddy.com are now able to create an 
'author page' where they can share their bio, link to their 
website, blog or social network profiles and share their favorite 
quotations. This is a great way for users to become experts and 
recognized individuals in their field of expertise.  All users of the 
website will be able to create favorites lists out of these new 
user quotes as well.  As an author page or a user's quotes gain in popularity by the members of 
the site, the popular user and quotes will be featured in Quotes Daddy's permanent famous 
quotes collection, right along with Mark Twain and Albert Einstein. 
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Membership is free for all who would like to join the site and enjoy the interactive experiences 
available in sharing, rating and finding quotes.  Quotes Daddy also offers customizable quotes 
widgets that allow users to create favorites lists of all of their favorite quotes and post them on 
their blogs or websites.   
 
Quotes Daddy is an Internet venture of Site On Spot Ltd., a privately held New-Media 
Entrepreneurship and Consulting company in Israel. 
 
For more information, visit www.QuotesDaddy.com, or contact Maya@QuotesDaddy.com. 
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